
 

Test Your Home for Radon in 4 Easy Steps 
Questions? Call 1-801-871-0715 

 

To ensure an accurate test, follow these directions completely 
 

Step 1:  Prepare Home For Two-Day Radon Test 
 You must keep windows and outside doors closed (other than entering or exiting home) for at least 12 hours 

before you start the test and during entire 48+ hour test.  Inside doors may be left open or closed as they do not 
affect the test.  You may use central air/heater as normal with the fan on auto but DO NOT use a swamp cooler 
during the entire test as it will void the results. 
 

 Place the testing device on a chair or sofa table so it is 20 to 36 inches off the floor and in the middle of your 
largest basement room or lowest livable area.  Do not test in a small bathroom, closet, or furnace room.  Avoid 
placing the test near a vent. 

 
 The test must run more than 48 hours (2 days) to be valid.  Try to test between 48-60 hours for accurate results.  

Testing longer than 72 hours (3 days) may invalidate the test and we have other customers waiting to use it.  
     
Step 2: Start Test                 
 Twist the top on the testing unit until it pops up.  Place unit on chair.  

Your test has started – it’s that simple. 
 IMPORTANT: Immediately text the word RADON to 313131. This will 

record your test start date and time.  You will receive a confirmation text 
if you did it correctly.  After 2 days (at 8:00pm) we will text you to remind 
you the test is finished.  In the rare case you get an error message back 
after texting, don’t worry.  Just note the date and time you start and stop 
the test on the provided record sheet and return it with the test.  

 Record your start time on the provided time sheet. 
 
Step 3: End Test      
 We will text you at 8pm after 2 days to remind you the test is completed. 
 Push the test top down and twist until snug.  This stops the test. 
 IMPORTANT: Text the words FINISH TEST to 313131.  This will record the date and time you stopped the test.  

The lab uses the exact amount of time the test ran to calculate radon levels.   
 Record your stop time on the provided time sheet. 
 
Step 4: Mail Back Test 
 Within 1-2 days after the test ends, place the testing unit and filled out time sheet into the prepaid padded 

envelope, seal it shut, and place it in either your outgoing mailbox or take to the post office.   You’re done! 
 

 
Tests are normally processed and results emailed out within 1 business day of receipt 

 
 


